Introduction
This report summarizes the weak scaling performance of the diffusion-synthetic acceleration (DSA) of transport sweeps in PDT (a massively parallel deterministic transport solver developed at Texas A&M University). The goal is to assess the cost of the DSA based on the symmetric interior-penalty discontinuous Galerkin discretization and solved by the AMG-preconditioned conjugate gradient method provided by the HYPRE/BoomerAMG library (which we will refer to shortly as HYPRE in the following), relative to the transport sweeps.
The following section gives an overview of the problem that has been solved and the methods used. Section 3 presents the results obtained when using the automatic parallel partitioning of PDT suited for transport sweeps. This section is divided into two main subsections, which serve as a comparison of the HYPRE performance with parameter setup deemed as "reasonable defaults" in PDT, against the empirically obtained parameters based on other runs and several recent papers on AMG parallelization. Section 4 presents the results for the volumetric partitioning, which is expected to perform better for the diffusion solves.
Problem Description and Solution Methodology
We solved a 1-group transport problem in a homogeneous cube of side length 16 cm, bounded from all sides by vacuum, with unit isotropic source and scattering ratio c = 0.9999. The piecewise linear discontinuous finite element approximation was used to discretize both the transport and the diffusion operators in space. The problem was solved in two workload regimes:
• 512 cells per core −→ 4096 × M degrees of freedom per core • 4096 cells per core −→ 32768 × M degrees of freedom per core where M = 1 for the DSA problem, while for the transport problem M is the number of angles in an angle set that aggregates a portion of the total number of directions used to discretize the angular domain. To this end, the product Gauss-Legendre-Chebyshev quadrature was used, with the following three resolutions: The motivation behind increasing the number of angles was to find the value for which the DSA time would become sufficiently negligible with respect to the total solve time.
As the purpose of the calculations was to measure performance rather than obtain converged results, a fixed number of 10 source iterations (all-direction sweeps), as well as 10 PCG iterations per source iterations have been performed. We however kept track of the final residual for both transport and PCG to make sure we were always getting the solution of more or less the same level of accuracy (see Sec. 3.2 where we needed to switch to residual based convergence for PCG for this reason).
The weak scaling runs were performed on the VULCAN machine for core counts ranging from 1 to 128k, using Hypre 2.10.0.
Hybrid KBA-volumetric partitioning
The first set of results was obtained when using the automatic parallel partitioning provided by PDT (including the automatic aggregation of cells to cell-sets and angles to angle-sets). This setting has been shown to perform well for the transport sweeps, but here we will see that it is not so well suited for the preconditioned diffusion solves. Table 1 shows the partitioning for the used core counts.
#cores P x P y P z 1 1 1  1  8  2  2  2  64  1  8  8  512  2  16  16  1024  16  32  2  2048  2  32  32  4096  1  64  64  8192  64  64  2  16384  2  64 128  32768  2 128 128  65536 128 256  2  131072  2 256 256   Table 1 : Automatic parallel partitioning by PDT (hybrid-KBA). • Other DSA contains all the remaining time spent in the DSA preconditioning phase, including the matrix/vector assembly and updates of the scalar flux.
PDT-default HYPRE parameters
• Sweep Setup contains the preparation steps for the sweep, most importantly the construction of the sweep task graphs.
• Sweep is the actual sweep for the whole problem domain (execution of the sweep task graphs).
• Other Solve contain the remaining operations performed in the solve phase (construction of the source, computation of residuals, convergence checking, etc.).
All times were measured using internal PDT timing routines based on gettimeofday() and are accumulated over all iterations. Note that all the time components add to the total solve time, which is different from the overall time reported in the raw tables in the Appendix (this latter time includes also the grid construction and problem setup, which is the same for both the transport and the diffusion parts and hence was omitted from the charts below).
Figures 1 through 4 confirm good weak scalability of PDT sweeps, but reveal bad scalability of the diffusion solver (both the preconditioner and solve phase), especially with lower work loads. Poor scalability of AMG with Galerkin coarsening has been recently addressed in several papers (e.g., [1, 2, 4, 3] ) so as an attempt to improve our DSA performance, we used the knowledge from these papers to experiment with the AMG parameters a bit. Although these experiments were performed earlier using a different test case (a multigroup graphite block problem), we used the final set of parameters that yielded best results for that problem here as well. We call this set "optimized". Next section shows the results obtained with these parameters for the present problem.
Parameter
Value Brief description (see [5] While they show significant improvement for the AMG setup time as well as for the PCG solve time (at higher core counts), we must keep in mind that the price for the lower cost of AMG setup is that the preconditioner is not as effective. The red and blue curves in Figures 7 and 8 show the transport and PCG residuals attained after the total of 10 source iterations and 100 PCG iterations (10 PCG iterations per source iteration). With increasing core counts (and decreasing cell sizes), the PCG residuals generally grow, and especially fast with the optimized settings. Nevertheless, this comparison with fixed number of PCG iterations indicates that there is a relatively big potential of reducing both the setup cost and solve cost (essentially the cost of matrix-vector multiplication) by playing with the parameters that HYPRE exposes to the user.
In the case of 4096 cells per core and 128k cores, the decrease of the effectivity of the preconditioner for the diffusion solves started to have a detrimental effect on the convergence of the transport solution itself (see the blue line with square markers in Fig. 8 ). Hence, in order to obtain fair practical comparison, we switched the convergence criterion for the DSA from fixed number of PCG iterations to a prescribed PCG residual of 10 −4 . The green lines in figures 7 and 8 indicate that using this convergence criterion, the DSA with the cheaper AMG preconditioner setup is (for this particular problem) sufficient for attaining the same transport residual as DSA with the more expensive AMG obtained with the default PDT settings. However, the number of PCG iterations required to attain the prescribed PCG residual value naturally increases at higher core counts.
Figures 9 and 10 illustrate the implications of this growth of PCG iterations -while for 512 cells per core, the optimized settings still lead to slightly better DSA times at higher core counts 1 , with 4096 cells per core, the increased number of PCG iterations clearly offsets any gains achieved in the AMG setup phase. This is likely a consequence of the way we obtained the "optimized" parameter set -for the original multi-group problem, we started with the scheme where the AMG setup for the within-group DSA was performed for every group, thus the emphasis on minimizing the AMG setup times. There is most likely a different parameter set that would favor the PCG solve time (or strike better balance between both), better suited for one-group problems (or problems where the DSA for different groups can be performed using the same setup). However, we have not yet attempted to find such a set.
All these results are finally reflected in the fractions of DSA to the total solve time for the three sets of angular discretizations and the default and the optimized HYPRE settings (with PCG residual convergence criterion). These are plotted in figures 11 and 12 for 512 cells per core and 4096 cells per core, respectively. 
Volumetric partitioning
We solved the problem on 1, 8, 64, 512, 4096 and 32768 cores using the volumetric partitioning, creating a configuration that should be more favorable for the diffusion solver. We only tested the case with 2048 directions and empirically found the best angle aggregation for that configuration to be 8 angles per angle-set.
As expected, the DSA performed significantly better in this configuration, but the transport sweep times suffered and essentially swamped any gains from the faster DSA times (see Fig. 13 and 14 ). For the optimized settings, we only show graphs of just the DSA times, better showing the effect of changing parallel partitioning on HYPRE performance ( Fig. 15 and 16 ). The DSA/total solve time ratios are compared in figures 17 and 18. 
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A Raw Data
This appendix contains the raw data tables with the times, numbers of iterations and residuals from the performed runs. The times are reported in milliseconds. Other notes (see also the end of Sec. 3.1): 
